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ICASE GOES OVER THINK SALARY DESIGNS OF ANARCHISTS
FOUR SALOON LICENSE WERE
IS TOO LOW
TAKEN AWAY BY COUNCIL UNTIL TUESDAY
FRUSTRATED BY ARRESTS

•

GIVEN CUT- FIRE COMMISSIONERS THINK
TING CHARGE AGAINST
RilliefiLD BE

POSTPONEMENT

The Authorities Refuse To Let Grogshops Flourish
at Eleventh and Brcadwaj On Account cf Insults
Flung At Ladies and Girls in Passing.

TRIO.

Warrants Were
Parties

•

REVS.THOkiPSON'S AND NEWELL'S ELOQUENT ?LEAS

Were

Dismissed
Charged

Mocking Skillet-

Where Engbleers Themselves Say_ _the_$75
With
Per Month h Much butter than

A RED FROM SEATLE, WASHY:L*2-""'VI ARRESTED

Virrrilortrawne%
Las fikiruitki

••

IN

ASSEMBLED

Some of Best Get.
MAYOR
4=d,••••••••••••••••

YEISER

WILL

CALL

PRUSSIAN
CIVY.

INTENDED TO ASSASSINATE
THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY

THEM TOGETHER WITHIN
Setveral of the members ef the
Will Block, Frank Eich and RuTWO WEEKS.
dolph Krebs were arraigned before board of fire commissioners do not
House of Anarchist Searched—Found
acting Judge Cross in the police think the
salary of $75 per month
court yesterday morning on the
to Contain All Kinds
charge of stabbing John Berry dur- is large enough for the engineer to A Number of Complaints Have Acof Death-Dealing
ing the. dance Fourth of July night be employed to look after the fire
cumulated and He Desires to Disat the South end of Mechanicsburg. engine at the Fourth and Elizabeth
RICKMAN'S NARROW ESCAPE.
Devises.
posed of Them. —
The warrant was continued until street department. The engine is put
next Tuesday.
at that branch stationhouse ior use
Wm. Tomlinson was fined $3 for
Another long meeting was held. last
o Altona, Orassia, July 6.---An alrising insulting language towards during conflagrations in the many
The board. of supervisors for :ths leged anarehist named
-evening by the council to consider the
Rosenberg,
woodworking mills of that section. city will be called into special ses- who is
another.
question of saloon licenses protested
reported to have left Seattle,
There was dismissed the disorderly The commissioners believe the engi- sion either the last of next week or Wash., for Germany
against, and as a restrit of their inrecently, was arconduct charge against Dick Mitch- neer should get at least $go per middle of the week following, so an- rested here yesterday.
vestigations and the eatc,dence premonth, claiming that good men can- nounced Mayor Yeiser yesterday, the
erson.
sented to them, the council Ueda the
The police here were advised of
For being drunk Will Jackson, Al- not be gotten for less.
power of calling the equailzeri into Rosenberg's departure from
licenses away from four propietors,
Seattle
len Walters, Frank -Potts and J. D.
three of whom are at Eleventh and
Nearly, everybody else, even the extra ressi6on lyng in his hands. He and of the results of the search of
conLawrence were fined $1 each.
Broadway, from Whence so much
engineers themselves, state that $75 wants to wait until a number of ad- his former lodgings and arrested him
AGAINST
The court dismissed the wantnt per month the year around for look- ditional comiplaints are presented so as he left the train. The prisoner is
stant cemplaining has arisen regard SUMMONS ISSUED
charging Nellie Emerson, cob
d, ing after the city's fire engine is far the board can consider all at one held in custody pending the
ing the hundreds of school children
NORTH
ON
PARTIES
result
with harboring a vicious dog.
having to wedge theis way through
better than is made by any engineer time and there be no necessity of an- of the preliminary investigation.
STREET.
FOURTH
conother
session anyways soon.
Until Monday was there postponed in this city, with exception of a few
croimdis of half-drunken men who
When the ciy assessor finishes valthe warrant charging Arch Bland who have choice positions. They say
gregate in front of the. places and
TO KILL WILLIAM.
make insulting remarks not only kIenry Mitcherson, Colored, Charged with a breach of the peace, and the the fire commissioners will have no uing town property for municipal tax
onecharging Will Hamilton with be- trouble whatever in getting all the purposes 'he turns his books over to Accused of Haying Designs on Life
about the girls but .grown women as
With Moving Windows to House
ing drunk and disorderly.
good men they want to fill the pod- the board of supervisors. The board
Of German Emperor.
generally tits for about eight weeks
There were sever& hundred people
The breach of the peace against t ion.
He Rents to Others.
Mionedy
of
conenencing
the
first
Bob Ford was continued until today.
at the general assernbiy eiktoRpher again
The ordinance creating this office
London, July 6—According to a
This dispatch
last evening, some to protest and othCharles J. Clark, J. S. Putman, J. has been finally adopted by the legis- January in regular session.
to a news agency, the alaerene‘sof
goes
over
every
piece
'board
ers to advocate ssnininoe of
leged anarchist arrested at Altona,
Yesterday Acting Judge Cross of T. Wooten and Tully Livery Co.. lative boards, and now the fire cornids, but ate officials (leaded inasmuch the police court, issued sumnao
were all dismissed of the charge of ntissioners will pdobably elect the sessed property inside the city. build- Prussia, is named August Rosenberg,
as they had already heard much testi- against C. E. Jennings, Joe Bishop, violating the ordinance compelling engineer at next Monday night's ings. stocks, ground etc.. and decides and he is accused of having had demony that they would just hear the W. Armour Gardner and Mrs. Jesse people to keep their wagons and ve- meeting and start him to work just whether the valuation placed thereon signs on the
life
of Emperor
by the city asiseesor is high enough. William.
ministers and the lawyers and then
court hicles off p he public streets after as soon as the team of horses is
before
the
appear
Wicks.
to
vote on the different applications, be- this morning, and explain about stag- nightfall. Each had an excuse for bought for engine. The commission- or too high. Increases and reductons
are then made by the supervisors accause it woutd taloe up too much
REGULAR ARSENAL.
nant water which stands upon the the vehicle sitting out in front of ers have been looking around for a
time. The licenses taken away were rear of- their private property on their places, and were then released fine pair of animals, but have not cording to their best judgment. After
the
change
Broadway,
can
finish
no
one
they
Theodore Peters. to.4o
'yet .succeeded in finding any that
Police Raid House Formerly OccuNorth Fourth between Madison and by the court.
the year mane propWilliam Estes. to33 Broadway. Oscar liarrison streets.
suited them. It takes the strongest frgures. hater in
pied By Rosenberg.
erty owners complain to the city auDe niter, i o.4.• Broadway. and Thomas
sum- COUNT BONI WAMTS DUEL andibest blooded animals to withthe
of
health
had
board
The
thorities, that they are either assesLinton, gift South Eighth street.
New York, July 6.—A dispatch
cand the strain of jerking these
mons issued, claiming that the back
sed to thigh. or there is a mistake in frcm Seattle on Tidy 4 reported that
,cense presented was that
The Arm'
Challenges
Member
of
French
Chamheavy
engines
back
and
forth
at
of the property of these people ex'the r valuations. When a vast pile of the police of that city, aeting at the
of J. T. (Bud) Quarles at the Union
breakneck speed.
down into the deep hollow runtends
ber
to
Mortal
Combat
by
those protests accumulate the mayor instance of the German government,
granted
was
this
depot hotel, and
1 The authorities et first started to
'ling through that block, and that it
calls the board in special seasion to had raided the house formerly oca unanimous vote. Quarles had used
Paris, July 6,—Count Boni de fie the salary of this office at too
hi, is upon the private ground much of
advertising
go
over them to see whether the valin
literature
oti*cene
tbc stagnant water stands. If this is eastellane has challenged Deputy per month, but decided at last to uations oboist& remain as fixed or be cupied by August Rosenberg, a
business, but certifying that this was
bricklayer, and had found a plant for
ordered proven the property owners will Regnier to fight a duel, as the out- 'raise it to tee The engineer takes lowered
years ago, hie renewal wts
making
bombs and infernal machines.
factory
big
his
'engine
only
to
the
1 either be prosecuted or compelled to come of the proceedings in the
A large number of these complaints
issued
chamber when the count was ex- fires as there will be no need of it are now on hand, having accumulate% Rosenberg left Sattle for Hamburg,
manner
some
the
water
in
Its
get
rid
of
The John We Dicke license.
German, on May r.
at the smaller blazes.
relieve the unhealthy accummalla- pelled.
since the first of the year, and for this
Solo* Third street, was brought up,lo
At that time the German governtons.
purpose the mayor will assemble the ment received
but it developed tire council granted
a
warning Lem
dmirismds,
weeks.
two
the
next
within
hoard
it Monday night. and the aldermen
Seattle that an attempt wor•hr'be
Windows.
Removed
are just bolding it up in order that
made to assassinate the German EmHenry Mitcherson, colored, was
REOPEN
SALOONS
FRISCO
Dicier file a rworn statement certifyperor. The German
Consul
at
Gourarrested
yesterday
by
Officer
ing that Roy 'Hiurt has no connection
Seattle subsequently received a cableto
his
charge
of
going
ieux
on
the
Intoxication
to
ReArrestea
for
Men
with the business. Hurt having gotten
gram from Hamburg instructing hies
Out some very vedirar and obscene lit- house Ile has rented to tenants and
to investigate
The articles se:zed
move Debris.
windows
and
doors.
removing
the
erate in advertising the place.
included more than zee bottles of
Cleveland, 0., July 6.—Cumulative , No, I can not say whether I expect
San Francisco, Cal., July 6—For acds and explosives, crucibles, morLicensee Granted.
Dog Race;,.
proof
of the unity of action between 'any indictments in Cleveland. Neither the first time since April if; the tars, moulds, a furnace and consider'The follow ng licenses were then
Yesterday Mrs. Fenton of Twentygranted, they having been held over third and Jefferson streets recovered federal and state authorities in the I ran I say that failure to indict here saloons were permitted to open to- able scrap iron.
prospective legal onslaught upon the will mean the authorities have de- day. Licenses had been granted to
from Tiforiday night because the street her fine Japanese water
spaniel,
Oil company developed to- cided the evidence obtained can be sbout boo driuk;ng places and all did ILLINOIS MAYOR ARICESTED
Standard
ripon
the
given
nimibere were net
which was returned to her by some
.00
When
the cases are ready fod utilited more effectively in another a rushing business.
day.
41•111•11•11
plications, there being no Protest man who stated he found the animal.
trial, it was learned on high author-! city, but to those acquainted with the
per- Executive of Tampico Sehred by Law
of
number
To a large
against them: Sam Starks, Lao South
ity, it is confidently expected by the !task before the federal authorities sons the resumption of business at
on Return Horne.
Second; L. T. Clark, toys North
WHAT 'FRIS001 GETS.
prosecution that the net will be so this might seem a reasonable deduc- the saloons appeared to be quite a
Twefth; Jammer Bulger, 1615 South
Sterling, HT, July it—The return
novelty and many were on hand
Fonetii; Lee 'Hite, 934 Husbands: $100,000,000. If Looms Are settled closely drawn that it wills be im- tion."
guilty
to
I
the
for
any
of
possible
of
open.
the lost mayor of Tampico hair
sivrtmg
doors
barroom
South
the
when
ija
Dearmrnd
I
Mitchel &
on Present Mai,.
GROVER CLEVELAND IS ILL Nearty all the resorts were crowded, resulted in more entanglements than
escape from the meshes of the law.
Ten& Hsieh Broyles, ty• South
•-Action formally taken at Findlay
but up to noon no serious trouble ever. When Mayor Kemp desired to
Fourth; George Andrecht, 400 North
Former
RockePresident
Stricken on Eve had been reported.
6.—The
Cl
Francisco,
July
places
John
D.
San
openly
today
enter the city this afternoon he was
Twelfth; Oracles F. Schrader. ati
detailed for arrested on a state warrant charging
policemen
were
Extra
North Thirteenth; Nichol, & DeBoe, says today: One hundred and sixty- feller among those accused of law
of Trip to Chicago.
been villation. If he is convicted of being
duty in all the, blocks containing him with illegally arresting John
got North Ninth. All the above weriis six settlements that have
Valeninsurance
companies
concerned in violations of the
planned to place all Blacklund and Herbert Dennison,
granted by a unanimous vote except effected by fire
New York, July e.—Grover Cleve- saloons. It is
for intoxication at temperance aldermen of the village
& DeoBoe, who were voted indicate that in the business section tine antitrust law, as is charged in land is ill at his home in Princeton, men arrested
against by Councilmen Duval and of San Francisco more than $too,noo,- the suit filed by County Prosecutor N.. J. The assurance came tonight work cleaning away debris from and also for falsely imprisoning them
oco will be paid in coin to fire losers David, he can be fined from $5,000 or
in the city halt.
Hill.
sidevraiks and streets.
on the fac.e of the adjustment made imprisoned from six months to one from the house of Dr. Joseph D. BryWith Mayor Kemp his marshA
Ministers brake Strong.Speeches
ant, his physician and friend, in this
James Daley-, and the assistant marROAD BMS.
There was then brought up the en the losses' that have already come year in the workhouse or punished by city that the illness is not serious.
shal were also arrested on the same
'license of Theodore Peters. I No before committees. The average ad- both fine and imprisonment.
Hancock It seas reported in Princeton that Propositions For :New County Pikes charge, having acted on the orders
Prosecutor David of
Brodway, and at title juncture Revijusted loss in the z66 instances menMr. Cleveland had been stricken with
of the mayor Monday eveqing when
Calvin Thompsop. of the First Bap- tioned is $84,325, the total payments county filed suits under the Valen- appendicitis, but this report could not
to Be Opened Today by
being
$14,000,000.
law
against
Standhe ordered his police force to a$0
antitrust
the
tine
NeWell,
f
'last church, and Rev:T.i.
verified.
be
rest and bring the temperance men
the Broadway Methodist • church, I The round value of the 166 proper- ,.rd Oil company and John D. Rocke-' The former president was to have
Supervisor.
into the contieit. It is understood
-nude strong "petrifies against issuing, ties is given at $19,000,ono by the ad- feller. The court ruled that its jur- been the guest of James H. Eckels in
that
the State Liquor ftlialers' asso-these licenses on the ground that!justers. Consequently the reduction isdiction was plain, thus throwing Chicago today and had arranged for
roads
county
of
Today Supervisor
ciation
is taking a hand in the fight.
hundreds of school girls had to pass for earthquake damage and for all out the demurrer filed by the Standbnsort will men the bids ut
e sui s against the 1911na
—"-TTi—venth aed Briaisclway Tairy anerbe l et er causes ill the adluatmeths
new
an
the
bidding
contractors
a message from Mr. 'Cleveland was in by
subjected to numerous inraiks coming,$5,00o,000. These figures are sup- hattan Oil and the 'Buckeye Pipe sent to Mr. Eckels cancelling the county roads to be constructed. The the temperance people, believe t*
mayor wilt he convicted.
competent. Line companies were void because of
from the balf drunken men lottneeng: piled by an entirely
plans and announcing his sudden work will be awarded the lowest and
around in front of the -44vogshop3.'authority. The large sum of $too,- iack of jurisdiction.
best bidder. Four miles of the rbad
illness.
PHONE
MEN
Indictments Are Uncertain.
111re ministers stated they had been 000,000 for pending and effected setwill be from the Benton road to DUNNE DUNS.
no means certain as yet
It 'is
aggiealed to btr yearly mothers to op- Itlements is an estimate upon the
Graves county line, while one mite or
TWENTY QUAIL
Corporation to Refund Overpose these licenses, and that from averages already noted.
that the isvkdence collected by Dismore will be graded and graveled on Asks
charges to Subsribers.
numerous sources cantle tonatint coneit The loss committees ap nted up trict AttorneY,Sullivan will result in Mr. Bradshaw Set the Eggs Under the Bryant Ford road.
Chicago
Chicken, July 6.—The
e
indictments wh\en the federal grand
plaints regarding the Innocent girls I to date number 1,22i.
company
has
been
asked
Telephone
iplica000,00
is
based
upon
ttfhe
(rear
begins
its
inof
this
dis4
.
t
compelled
to
jury
Hatched
who were
Them Out.
a Hen That
rIGHTiNG FIRE WITH MILK to refund the overcharge of sub
sults and disparaging remerke made'tion of the average ot84325 by 1,22I. quiry here next M day. Failure to
scribers for the maximum rate teleindict, though, will ot mean failure
Mr. Albert Bradshaw, of this courtabout them while paining that way,
Success With phones as flied by the Addition of
Champion Lives In Fulton.
to obtain incriminati g evidence. It ty, enjoys the distinction of being the Farmers Howe Little
they often being compelled to walk
the state supreme court.
Fulton, Ky., July 6—Guy Ward, will simply mean tha the scene of only person raising a covey of quail
in the midlcHe of the street to prevent
Unusual Extinguisher.
In a letter which Mayor Dunne
passing right throne, the unruly the sixteen-year-old boy, who won the local prosecution
ill be trans- with assistance of an old mr/ther hen.
Rochester, N. Y., July 6.—Thf. wrote to John Barton Payne, court
elven reported that the amateur championship of the ferred to some other d eict and that Sonic days
ago
while
mobs. Rev. N.walking
breaking
tot when the cases come i Dietrict At- through an open field Mr. tBradshaw water supply proving inadequate, the set for the company, yesterday it is
tIn•e elderly lady'bia comto Wv& and United States by
said even. sire ,hatillet cpuse tb de- pigeons out of a possible 2oo at the torney Sullivan person • will co- ran across the nest of a quail that neighbors of Henry Scragg, a dairy- iasisted that the company should re-...,
sire the place being'wee&-d our, she Grand American Handicap at In- operate with the feder
authorities contained eggs. MX confiscated the man on the Lyell road, fought a fire fund the $so a year difference beand other ladies haring to go bads dianapolis this week, is a native of in charge of the prosec
lot, took them home, and then put in Scragg's home with pails of milk tween the legal rate and that formerthis county and resides at Walnut
and forth by there every day.
"It is obviously impos •le for me them under a hen which stuck to her until the arrive! of fire apparatus ly charged, not only to the me,The appeal') ot the ministers were Log, where he works as a fisherman. to talk 'for publietion on this sub- job in a most excellent manner, as from the city. The lacteal used did scribers with whom contracts were
surely eloquent in behalf of innocent
ject at the present tin*,' said Me. the eggs commencing pipping nd a not prove a very eNective extinguish- made 'stipulating thet the excess
of charge* should he returned but also
little
The City of ISIaltillo will pass out Sullivan this afternoon.
girNtood and worn:Inhere', and they
he in- nice little quailet came from
ch. er, however, dnd but
standing
left
to all of the telephone users who
was
of the Tennessee river tomorrow vestigation is still under wa and is The old hen is now looking
Scragg's property
,
came.
department
have been paying the exorbitant rate.
bound to St. Luis.
fire
the
time
the
Cznog a2sj no penutiuoa
for
a
consideras
by
e time. , brood of twenty.
•
-'a likely to .he
Pt
THOMAS LINTCYN WAS REFUSED A LICENSE TO CONTINUE.
THE SALOON AT EIGHTH AND JONES STREETS ON ACCOUNT OF KNITTING MILL GIRLS AND WOMEN HAVING
TO PASS AND BEAR THE DISPARAGING REMARKS MADE--

STAGNATING
POOL OF WATER

ROCKEFELLER HIMSELF ACCUSED OF
CRIME--CONVICTION MAY MEAN
A ONE YEAR SENTENCE IN JAIL

by

4,

ease-

N\

•

MED I
01i0 THE
LITTLE SCRAP COMPLAINED OF
PROFESSIONS

-•-.1----,HAND-IPReSSED LEMON OIL
Only Way of abstracting the Flavoring Matter from the Rind
of the Fruit.

Our Pure Fruit

Henry's
Headache
Powders

LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY

Phosphates

"This oil of lemon," 'Said the spice
merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It is
MANAGER JOYNES AND JAMES ROWLANDTOWN PEOPLE ARE ATTORNEY
hand-pressed-pressed by hand out of
ARE GOOD. OUR
ALFRED
H E Nlemon rind. Smell it."
LALLY HAD SET-TO
PREPARING TO WAGE
DRICK HERE FOR THE
The odor of the clear oil, says our
Will be keenly appreciated
YESTERDAY.
Informant, suggested sunlit lemon
WARFARE
SUMMER MONTHS.
;Liter a trial by people who ,utgroves miles in extent on a mountain
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWside overlooking the blue sea.
ftt from Is adaches-sevtre or
BERRY,
PEACH. PINEAPPLE oi
"I'll tell you how the oil of lemon ia
mid, occasional or chew.ri.
Charge That the Night Is Made Attorneys Webb and Seay of MayCHERRY„ IS BETTER
extracted," he said. "A man sits with
they never fail to
Hideous by the Boisterous Cona sponge in one hand and a piece oi
field, Open Branch Office Here
fresh lemon peel in the other. H.
IVE QUICK
duct of Participants.
That Investigation.
presses the peel against the sponge
RELIEF.
giving it finally a certain difficult and
WURT?dAN & HOUSER ESTABdextrous tw!st, and this breaks th*
talking the pain in a very few
Great complaints corutinue to be reAttorney Alfred Hendrick has ar- cells in the rind, and the oil-there't
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
LISHMENT SOLD TO SATceived from the residents of Rowland- rived from Frankfor to remain until only a half drop of it-comes reluet
Ainutes
TEL, 70,
ISFY 12s INDEBTEDtown regarding the character of negro next September. lie is private sec- antly out upon the sponge.
dances conducted there every night in retary to Judge Thomas Nunn of the
"When the sponge has taken up the
NESS.
the week and all dlay Sunday. Pros- court of appeals, which tribunal has dribblings of about a hundred rids, ti Ex:urs:o
n Rates Via. Cie Southern
pects are for a vigorous prosecution adjourned for the summer and the La wet enough to be squeezed out. Ai
Railway from Louisville.
against the partic pants and managers. different judges gone to their respec- ounce or so of clear and fragrant ci
Bids Will Be Handed to Achitect
The people of that vicinity state that tive homes to rest up until time to then flows from it.
"There lir no-way Ur extract-Ws-ea -Vinirtri.--Col.--$39.25
This mortting-,---ata OñIj— -the--detritIWg floor is jug outs d the re-convene. There -biing no-thing to
July 11 -15th
ORUCii GIST
within a lemon rind except by squeez- inclusive, return
city
limits
therefore
nothing
do
at
the
can
state
be
capital
during
the
limit August am..
Fiscal Court This Afternoon
ing
and twisting the rind by hand. It Diverse route
done with them by the municipal au- vacation period the private secrereturning. Stopovesl
SIXTH AND BROADWA4
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons privileges
thorities, so the velfte people will to- taries have all gone home also.
Other Court Matters.
.
to
make
one pound of oil.
day lay the matter before County AtTELEPHONE 63
"Did you, by the way, ever watch
torney Alben, W. Barioley and have
Knoxville, Tenn.-48.15, June 74,
New Law Office.
bartender
hold
a
piece of lemon peel 3o July
Yesterday shortly afternoon quite warrants' issued.
7, 14 and 1sth. Return limit
Judge W. J. Webb and Attorney over a cocktail, and give the peel a fifteen
difany of the city's best kinown white
an exciting scrap occurred in the
days from dote ef sale w,th
sudden,
quick
twist?
Well,
be
we/ privilege
office of the Cumberland Telephone people live in Rowlandtcnvn, and yes- Pete Seay of Mayfield. have arranged then flavoring
of extension to September
the cocktail with oil of
company between Manager A. L. terdoy one of them said that the to open a branch law office in this lemon, though the
soth by payment of 50 cent fee.
quantity
extract
he
Joynes of the concern and James dance was a nightly occurance. The city. They have taken the office ed was so small as to be quits Inv's'
Lally, the well known groceryman string band, gets on one of the street room behind those of Lee Potter and ble.
St. Paul, Minn—$21.5o, July 23, 24.
cars and plays while paseing through James Holt, the real estate dealers,
of Fourth and Elizabeth streets.
25, and 26. Return limit leaving So
"Imagine
In pursuance of a judgment of Mcdoing
bartender
twin
that
of Legal Row. The new lawyers are
Paul July 31st, 25C validation fee.
Mr. Lally had entered the place the public streets of the town. This
until
you
Cracken
had
collected
quart
so
Circuit Court, rendered at
or
a
a
to see Mr. Joynes about the tele- attracts the darkies who flock dOwn to among the best attorneys of this sec- this rare oil."
its April term, 1906, in the action of
tion
and
will
continue
their
main ofphone service, and they got into an the dance rfloor by the hunidlr(dls.
Athens, .,-4i 5.75, June 23, 24„ 25, Mary
Hammonds, etc.,
plaintiff,
argument when the manager struck Then the fun is started and until fice at Mayfield.
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL 26, 30, July 2, 9 and 16. Return sgainst Louise Munier, etc., defenthe groceryman. Things were get- she early hours of morning the night
limit fifteen days with privilege of dant, I will, on Monday, July
gtk.
Lawyers Investilgation.
Used for the Bearings of the Dell. extension to September loth on
ting a little lively when others in- is Trade hideous by the disgraceful
oay- (about the hour of to o'clock a. m.),
capers' cut by the element that congreeats Drills Employed by
terfered. meet of sto cents.
1906 (being County Court day, at the
No other date has been set by the
Dentists.
Warrants were issued for both and gates, and which element and sport is investigating committee of the Pacourt house door in Paducah, Kenthe cases set for trial next Tuesday not indorsed by the many respectable ducah Bar Association for purpose
Bt. Paul, Minn.-416.00, August to, tucky, sell to the highest bidder, on
of
"No, we don't perfume axle grease it and
colored people of the city. The peo- taking up
by Jisstice Charles Emery.
oo. Return limit August 31, et-edit of six months, the follovring
the investigation they will nor do we scent the
oil used 03 the with prvilege of
ple of that vicinity cannot sleep on make
extension to Septem- described property, viz:
into whatever chargs are laid journals of freight cars"
said the deal ber 30th on
account of the racket, while the air before them
Park Warrant Dismissed.
paymeit of so cents.
A lot of ground situated in the
about unprofessional se. "but there is one lubricating
smells of brim-tone and sulphur, the conduct
City
on
of Paducah, Kentucky, and
part
of
any
attorney.
The
that we do scent, and that is the fine
Yesterday morning in the court of profanity, is so
ck anr profuse.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu- known as Lot No. yq, in Block No.
committee set Tuesday as the time oil used on dentists' drills,
Magistrate Emery the jury dismissed
One of the well ionown residents
"Such drills, tiny little drills of beau- eblo, Col.--$3600. On sale daily to 5, in that part of Paducah known as
the warrant charging Frank Koke- said that the biggest person on the to take this up again, but not all beSeptember 30th, with return limit af Jersey, and being the same lot conmiller with violating the Sabbath grounds every night is Frankie Dixon ing there, it was indefinitely post- tiful workmanship, are made nowaveyed to Sarah E. Rutlidge by Maponed.
days
for
use
in
every
possible
position. October 31st,
just passed by operating his merry- the negress who runs the dieneputable
tilda' J. Shepherd, etc., on the e4t11
There are drills filet project from the
go-round at wallace park.
A jury resort on Wesit Court street where
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale day of August, 187o, as shown by
shaft
at
right
TESTIM
a
angle,
ONY
OF
this
being
A
made
GHOST
tried the proceeding and witnesses she keeps a house full of dissolute
possible by the daintiest little bevel daily the year round, good returning deed recorded in Deed Book "U"
testified that the "flying jinny" was negro women.
ONCE SUFFICED TO
gearing you ever saw, within Lie drill within six months.
page 427, in the McCracken County
operated, but none of them saw the
The people of Rowlanchown say.
head. Others are set at an obtuse
Court Clerk's office, and the sane
manager collect fares from the pas- they have stood it as long as they;
HANG A MAN. angle. and
Low Homeseekera Rates to many property described in Deed Book 26,
others, again, are set at an
sengers. After hearing all the evi- intend to and if the county attornty!
acute angle.
points in the southeast, west and page 635, in deed from S. P.
Weldon
dence the jurors dismissed the pro- cannot assist them with warrants :/1
"With one or another of thee-, vari- southwest on first and third Tues- and wife to Lucy Dalton,
on the 31
ceeding.
brea'kin'g up the dances that they will
The testimony of a "ghost" would ous drills you can drill out a bole In days of each month, June
to Novem- day of March, 188o, or as math
take more drastic steps and smash rot now count for much in a court any tooth in any direction, up or down ber inclusive.
thereof as may be necessary to satSold Establishment.
things themselves, because elie turmoil of law, but the day hoe been when it or from the front or the back or the
For additional information, tickets, isfy said judgmen*, interest and
and disorder has reached that point has sufficed to hang a man. It is side, but of course the little drills etc., call
on any agets if the South- cost Amounting tetif
Yesterday morning Constable A.
where patience has ceased to be a stated that he oringinal depositions wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with- ern
Railway or address,
C. Shelton sold the Wurtman &
The purchaser will be requiret
are in the Bodleian Library of a out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East give bond approved sccuity, bean L.
'Houser confeotionary establishment sertue.
to
put
flab
oil
in
a
most remarkable case of this characpatient's mouth, Main street, Lexington,
in Mechanicsburg to satisfy a claim
interest at 6 per cent from day of
Ky.
already suffering enough, probably.
ter.
of $21
C. H. PIUNGERFORD, D. P. A., sale, having force :ot replevin bond,
against the concern
by ONE MORE WAY TO
"go
here
Is
where
seented
lubricat- 234 Fourth avenue,
A girl named Annie Walker was
Charles Smith, who owns the buildLouisville, Ky. en which execution may issift when
IMPROVE COUNTRY ROADS supposed to haVe been sent away for ing oil Is used, on dentists' drilla-on
C B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St. due.
ing occupied by the confectioners.
solid
the
part,
within
tne
amine
that
her good by a substantial farmer.
Louis, Mo.,
The suit was filed in the court of
This 5th day of July, 19oG.
Sometime afterward a so-called ap- constitutes the handle, attached to the
Justice George Broadfoot and Mr.
end
of
the
flexible
shaft
and
on
CECIL
the
REED,
Men whose ambitions are not conHow the King road drag, concern- parition appeared to a neighbor, with dainty gearing at the head of the
Smith bought in the stock to indemdrill
•
Master
Commissioner
its
head
all
bloody
from
wounds, and Itself-fine
ing which Illinois farmers have heard
rify his claim.
oil that Is scwnted with fined to their own selfish desires.
so much during the last year or two, Tiling him that she had been mur- lust a teach of attar of rose,.
Men who are willing to sacrifice
private interests for the public good.
first came into existence is an inter- dered by the farmer and an accomFiscal Court Bids.
M)en of courage, who are not cowesting story. It is said by a writer plice. Her body, the apparition said, DOG'S NAME IN CIRZCTORY
The fiscal court will this afternoon in the June issue
ards in any part of their natures.
of Farming, as fol- had been buried in a spot which she
•- care 1:30 o'clock open the bids put in lows:
described, and she begged the man Utica List Contain. One with
Occuto whom she appeared to bring her
\ by"contractors on new buildings for
pation Giese as That of
The Register, to cents per week
Ten
years
-Missouri
ago
a
farmer
the county poor farm.
murderers to justice. True enough,
Architect
Watolt
man.
Lassiter, who drew the plans, yes- who had grown tired of wading the body was found in the place menTry a Regivtee want ad.
terday evening said the bids had not through a "slough of despond" every tioned, and the men were brought to
"Robert Badger°, watchman, No. 31 nseeminemsereee--ez--e---,..v been placed in his hands by the spring when the roads were soft and trial. The sensational character of West street," is the way It r^ad In the
contractors, but would be this morn- who had seen his neighbors lose the case was intensified by one of Utica city directory, and t`te woman
ing, and he would turn them over to time, money and patience when their the jurymen declaring that hesawthe who responded to the be'l call told
the court this afternoon, for con- wagons were hub deep in the mire child of the dead woman "sitting up- the man at the door that "Bob" was in
sideration. If the figures are con- er their horses tugging and straining on the shoulder" of its father, the says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd Ilk* to see him," re-narked the
sidered within season, the contract in their harness,to get a half load to farmer. Both the culprits hanged.
will be awarded. A- number of other market ,decided that there must be
There was a ghostly accuser in a caller, for he was In search of a watch
questions come up before the court some remedy for this condition. One case with which readers of Scott are man for his establistiment.
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packday in thinking it over he made the familiar. Soon after the "'45"
"Here Bob! here Bob!" 'salted th•
today in the special session.
an
woman, and a lively ball terrier resheJ et company—the cheapest and bet
astonishing
discovery
that what English
soldier,
wandering near
Into the hall.
made the roads muddy was mud, and Ii uemer, met a
Property Sold.
exceureion
oet of Padneah.
violent
death.
•
And then the woman laughed, for
that if the road was worked into Hawks do not peck out hawks's eyes,
Property lying on the West side such a shape that the water would and no
the Robert Badger° In the directory
1 to 3oo horse power. Best, cheapman opened his moth to give
was none other than "Bob
of Thirteenth, between Jefferson and drain off instead of soaking into the a
the ma*
est and most economical.
clew. Years passed and then came
cot of the Utica
Monroe streets, has been sold to ground after every rain the roads
a story of a communication from way company, & Mohawk Valley.
Special atteniion to electric lightwho had been listed In
Charles F. Schrader by Loretta Tully would cease to be muddy.
another world.
ing With( a
tbe
directory
as
a
"watchma
for $750 and the deed filed for record
n"
because
By means of three pieces of fence
A farm servant declared that in that's just what be was.
yesterday, with the county clerk.
board he rigged up a home made con- Use night a spirit had appeared
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
to
Bob is probably the only dog on reo
Jacob Englert deeded to Andrew trivance out of an old wooden pump him,
declaring itself to be the ghost ord who has his name in
and
rest; good service, good table
city direo
W. Snyder for $000 property on the stock that the frost had spoiled and of the eoldier
who'." beefs it said tory. He Ls tte peoperty of Milford
Paducah, Ky.
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
&outh side of Jones near Ninth an oak post. He nailed these to- lay still
unburied. The Highlander Badgero, private secretary of Genera)
street.
gether so that they were held parallel'mug see to their decent nterment Manager
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
Allen, of the street raillery.
W. C O'llryan transferred to J. to each other. Then he made a rough,and have
the murderers--two men He is known by all employes of re For other information apply to Jai
A. Clopton for $75 property in the plank platform on which to stand,named—b
roght to justice. The High- line, and is always a welcome mown. Koger, superintendent;
Frank L
CYBryan addition to the city.
and by means of wire hitched his lander promised, be did not keep
his ger, who need pay no fare.
Brown, agent.
Bessie P. Gilbert sold to Myra W. team to this clumsy affair at such a
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 10.
word, and a second and third time
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
Patterson for $1 and other considera- point that it would drag along over the
spirit appeared and upbraided with the company's claim agent ano
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
4 tions, property on Fourteenth and the road with
slant of about forty- him for his breach of faith Alarmed became strayed there. When the claim 1122=:22223=2:2224123Mannarn=223
Residence lou uay, Old Phone Ago
Faxon streets.
five degrees.
agent
reached
home
at last and no longer daring to deBob was there
W. M. Tolbert bought from J. M. He began withirhe road that ran
the man called a companion,went He had taken an earlier trolley.
lay,
Worten for $floo property on the in front of his own farm. When it!to
the spot which the spirit had inEast side of Worten street.
The Chauffeuse.
was at its worst, he drove up and dicated, and there found the
bones of
I
He lay prostrate in the duet.
down, from his own front gate to, the murdered warrior
concealed in a
"Alas!" be cried, "ye* have broken'
nd—fIraff-c-iTTid- the min of
i-DICI1T1111Tmy heart!"
huge mason's trowel smoothing over 'Christie.
Lee Walston of 934 South Fifth
Her dark eyes, wild with friibli
Mohan Deildb4.
The story of the Highlander came questione
itreet has sold his saloon to Dan mortar, it scraped along cutting
d mutely the ambulance stir
down
the
inequaliti
es
and
rough to the ears of an anti-Jacobite, who Ire011.
Galvin who moved it to 932 South
Fifth, The state liquor license was places and filling up the wagon ruts. caused the matter to be brought to
"No," he said; "it's only two ribs
Why will you suffeut
He kept at it and after a number of tr;a1 before the court of Judiciary
'transferred yesterday by the clerk.
, and the left shoulder blade."
draggings, in Awe of the flat basin rd'isburgh. There the tale was
corWith an exclamation of relief the
that had served as a water course for roborated by a woman who had
seen chauffeuse, or lady atitomobillet, pulled
Licensed to Marry.
every storm to sett* in, he had a naked figure enter the place
on the the lever and 'sped on -Philadelphia,
WIM—
The clerk issued a marriage license built up a toad with a crown and sur- night spoken of by the man. It was Bulletin.
yesterday to William A. Bolden, face that was smooth enough to shed an age of superstition, in a district
P
aged 24, of this city, and Carrie C. water "like a duck's black." In short, more than commonly given to superRenntin g Fear.
"Ter, there' is one cloud on my fir
Poe, aged 25 of Jackson, Tenn. They he simply demonstrated the sound- stitions, and the jury seemed disOLDress of his major premise, "If I can posed to find the two men charged
are colored.
get rid of the mud the roads will guilty of the murder. But it happen"What Is at?"
will cure that awful pain.
"I do tor fear that when I hate
ce.,se to be muddy." The device he ed that the principal witness spoke
Suit For Goods.
made he called a "split log road only Gaelic. "Now," said the coun- worked
ard to make a name to go
N.Has cured others, will cure you.
Willie Greek yesterday filed suit in di ag."
sterity they may go and
sel for the defense, "in what langu- down to
the circuit court against the Illinois
I
put
me
hall of fame."-Baltiroore
age did the ghbost speak?" "in as
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
Central railroad for $soo damages on
All the efforts made by a Liver- good Gaelic as I ever heard in Lo- Amen
will gladly tell wou about it
we
the ground that December tat 1905, pool firm to promote the cultivation chdbar,"
tnnttnttnttlint=171113:72M
was the reply. "Pretty
Not Worried.
he shipped from here to Harrisburg, of cotton in Palestine have been
good for the ghost of an Enesh
"noir say the race hf growing small
III., over the defendant line a box fruitless, even though labor costs
So er," said counsel. And, that Cr every year," observed the scientist,
of household goods, bar and saloon only 25 cents a day and land
is one- fe
ion and comment saved the ;rarely.
outfit. etc. He says the box was tenth the price of Egyptian land
of the men at the. bar. The
'That doesn't eat any agung"
never delivered to him, therefore he The chief cause of the failure is sal
uld believe j its a ghost, but enfrptd Busyman. "Nonadays S' VOA
DRUG STORRS..
sues for value of the goods contained to be the incapacity and
laziness o
n Estglish ghost speaking Is mass, red by the size of his pocket,
Seventh
and jackson St. 'Phone 237.
therein.
the native*.
hefekl"- -Detroit Freo Press,
Ex.,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone alf.-
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client's money to reimburse another
and to pay interest on the various
notes and mortgages outstanding
against himself. As his condition beADVEITTUBA IN A
came more involved he shifted withIICYZEL.
out the knowledge of investors conczrned, the various properties and
prcs:icrone as you see me now,two
securities in his hands, juggling,
weeks aLo i was on the hog," remarked
THOS. E. WAGGAMAIPS BANK- turning and twisting ahem until, CONTRACTORS HAVE REMOV.. Ferguson, as he paid the man in the
when he was finally adjudged a
white duck jacket and settled his scin•
RU.rTCY STAGGERING
ED GREAT HEAPS OF
tillating serafpin wore securely in his
bankrupt two years ago, the tangle
FROM SIZE.
graaa-creen necktie. "I had drifted into
was such that it appeared that the
RUBBISH.
Sioux City with r2.63 cents in loose
unraveling would be an endless task.
chanze in my pocket and a blameless
In his disposition Waggaman went
reputation, as far as Sioux City was conSpeculation in Washington Realty Is in heavily for Alaskan Gold shares The Contractors
GaidillnalIMIIMINIMmaniumoggimegb"...=s111111101111M
Expect to Com- cerned. I calculated that before I got
and also plunged into Greene ConWE
ARE
Cause for'$4,60op00
NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES
out of there the reputation would get
mence Laying the Bitulithic
IN WALLPA.
solidated copper, but both of these
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERE
spotted up some, because I was huntins
D,
Clergy Are Sufferers.
ventures proved, unfortunate and he
Composition Next Week.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE
Guff Nilson, who had agreed to meet me
BARGAI
was only sinking deeper into the
HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
at the Booge.
.--....•....., NS0WE
.1.,...4..- -,,
mire.
-----4
"I made a few cautious inquiries in
Washington, July 6.—The death of
Size of Failure Startles All.
The Contractors Along Kentucky a rouudabout way ooncernIng friend
tUntittliititt========
Thomas E. Waggaman of this city
When the bubble burst and Wagwisalitz.t:
'MUM have iauickly obeyed the order G'4 and was fl$lj dtget.4 tO
ht a farto-house near Annapolis - Was gaman wal—treCHTET a -binkrupi t • the board
For the mat few days Wallpaof works compelling the sandstone building, where I
matter of great interest hire be- country was startled at the extent of former
1per that is usually sold elsewhere
to clean tin the sidewalks. forteei he was staying. I didn't call
lt:s ..lure. Among tlio,e who were "i he contratco
li.s failure fur $4,Goo,000
V.hilt wa..1 the cue? I knew
.• 4t 20 •"" '- per i ,11,
Mre .1, <1
rs had been leaving cu
ell t,w) ,.
year ago. The cause of death was his creditors was his holiness Pope stacks
115c per roll.
of material and rubbish around he woult:3't be at liberty, to do me any
cancer of the face. He was 69 years Pius X, to whom $550 was due. everywhe
good—not for fa days, azyway.
re on the pavement and
..Paper usually sold at zoe we will
old. The place where he died was in There was due to the Catholic uni- people
"I had IL good-looking valise with
living in the blocks being re- me that I found at Missouri Valley,
sell for Sc.
when
striking contrast to his home in this versity $882,921 and other Catholic
constructed could hardly get to their. we changed cars. It was a disappoint....Paper usually sold at Sc we will '
city, where in his prosperous days he institutions and the clergy of that
gates for the obstructive accumula- ment inside, as it contained nothing but
sell at 5c,
livid in luxury.
church were creditors to the amount tions.
four soiled collars, a briar pipe,two ham
We carry a large and complete
Thomas E. Waggaman's failure has of t402,723, making a total of St,a85,Now the sidewalks are cleared up sandwiches, a razor and a hairbrush, but
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
aeuerally been attributed to an ab- 644. Waggaman was subsequently
nicely and the pedestrians materially it was*dandy externally,and I thumped
6
and Window Shades in all colors.
rormal optimism and unbounded be- indicted, charged with embezzling
assisted in this respect.
it down on the marble in front of the
A large line of roofing and buildlief in the future of real estate at $5.20o belonging to the estate of AdThe laborers on the bitulithic work hotel clerk with all the confidence in the
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
the national capital. He was born ele C. French. His magnificent art
have gotten nearly to Seventh street world.
and raised on the east shore of Mary- collection ,estimated at one mill;on
" 'I'll be here for a few days,' I said,
with their work of laying the con:=1::=0:421=MIttliti3E11:21===i1
land, where his family has been dollars, was brought to this city and
crete and crushed stone foundation 'and I want a good, light room with a
prominent for nearly smo years.
sold at auction, bringing about $250,- that
bath.'
goes under the bitulithic.
Waggaman went to the city of 000.
"It went. He did ask me if I had any
Out near the old I. C. freight depot
Washington in 1867 and began his
During all the storm and excite- at Eleventh
baggage checks, but I took no notice of
and
Broadway
,
the
conbusiness career by selling papers. In men following the disclosure there
tractors have established their plant him As soon as I got to the room I
a very short time he had branched was a marked expression of symwhere is manufactured the bitulithic threw the boy half a dollar and then
out in the real estate business and pathy in Waggaman's honest intent
went down and bought a 25-cent cigar
composition. The first of next week at the
cigar stand so that the clerk could
in a few years was recognized as one end some of the leading men of the
they will begin spreading the compo- set me.
of the most prominent and shrewdest Catholic church, including Cardinal
sition, starting at Fourth and Ken"I went to bed at a tolerably early
dealers and operators in the city. He Gibbons, went to the relief of the
tucky avenue working west towards honr that night. I didn't west to do any
had by this time become a convert to university in a calm, sensible way,
Catholicisni and wiz one of the most and although they had lost a great Ninth street. As fast as the work abeap gritirg it! couia nelpit and I had
hardens the public thoroughfare will to stuly tart sorre ptin et earepingn. I
a-dent workers in
the
church. part of their personal fortunes they be opened
to the public, which has finally conclude that I would do what
Church dignitaries and members of were outspoken in their trust of
been blocked for many weeks now.
i_enidt.•tvPh the hotel and hike right
congregations took a great interest Waggaman and the hope that he
ott
tha
morning train. So about
in the energetic young man and aould pull through safely.
two o'clock I went softly out in my
selected him when they sought an
Waggaman about a year ago was SUMMARY
OF
ACCIDENTS stocking feet with my handy little
agent to invest in real estate
compelled to go to a retreat near
pocket assortment of tools and stole
Intruated With Large Sum.
Annapolis, as he had been afflicted 38 Deaths and 3,789 Injured Com- Into the room meat to mine.
A great boom in realty values had with a cancerous growth which
'
'That was ski stole. There came hairpiled by Chicago Paper.
followed tithe activities of Governor meant that his death was not far off.
raising yelps from the bed by "the time
Sheppard and Waggaman found him- He was 69 years old and had married
I had got to the bureau. If you ever saws
self with large funds at his command three times, each union bringing him
Chicago, July 6.—The Tribune to- swift and smooth get-away in your
fte investment. He held options on considerable wealth. His first wife day publishes
its ninth annual sum- life it was the oae I made. I went like
and controlled extensive properties in vas Miss Lenthal of Washington and mady of
the deaths and injuries a tom-cat out of the pantry window,and
the city proper and with the greatly upon her death her fortune, with that caused
was in my cora room safe and sound
throughout the United States I
enhanced values he disposed of these of her aunt, was left to the two chil- by
before tbe echo of that cry died away
yesterday's celebration of the
on the startled air and I got into bed ta
and invested in holdings in the su- dren, a boy and a girl, with Wagga- Declarati
on of Independence. The
burbs and outskirts of the city as the man as trustee. His second wife figures up
to an early hour today
sherry.luatat that •Instaat as I heard the
rush for these lands set in. His in- was a Miss C3ark, daughter of Daniel were
as follows:
nomad of hurrying feet a bright ides
vestments were paying and through L. Clark, a wealthy retired WashingDead, A. i.fly fireworks 9, by can- MUM to see. I grabbed
my trousers,
his following among Catholics he ton physician. There were three non
t, by firearms is, by explosives took out the $1,til I had left and slung
was intrusted with large amounts for children by this marriage. His third 7.
by toy pistols 4, by runaway 1, by 'ma out of the open window. Then
investment. He paid 6 per cent in- wife was also wealthy and there were drowning
g.
poked my head out of the door and
terest to investors and continued this five children as a result of this union.
Injured. 2,789. By fireworks Low. joined the chorus of alarm nip and down
rate even when a great slump ocby cannon a6r, by firearms 393, by the corridor.
curred in real estate values. This reexplosive
s 697, by toy pistol 3o4, by
"'What was it? I asked the clerk
HURRY
CALL FOR BRIDE
sulted in money for investment being
runaways 35.
whom I recojaized in his disguise of
liberally poured in on him in conFire loss, $66,450.
In Chicago, pyjamas and bathrobe. 'Is it burglars?
stantly increasing amounts and his "King" Had to Marry Cook Because
dead 2, injured 157. Last year 42 l'U bet it is, because if tbersTasn't one
personal fortune grew correspondBishop's Stay Was Limited.
persons were killed outright, but In my room ten minutes ago I'm badly
ingly.
when lockjaw and other diseases in- fooled. I was three parts asleep when I
He wai an enthusiast in his views
(Youth's Companion.)
duced by injuries had completed their *oke up and I thought I might be mison the future of Washington subrEvery summer, when the coast of their work over aoo lives _ had been taken, and dozed off again, but I can't
ban real estate and his previous suc- Labrador is fairly free
Ind my trousers.'
and vessels sacrificed.
cesses, no doubt, gave him greatly can approach that
"fiotoctody else calk-1 hi:- then and
fogggy 'and forThe number of injured, 2789. is in
exaggerated idea along this line. So bidding country, the
le excused himself ant hurr:ed ff. I
Bishop of New- excess of last year's figures by 358.
Did you swallow your share of d ust last
his purchases of this line of property foundland makes a trip
went bark and turne,1 on the 'Vier,*
night? I have a full law äi
as far north
became larger and injudicious. In as the ice permits
light,
and
got
Into
bed.
In
abo-t
ten
He finds much
minutes there was a knock at the door
1881 he bought Woodley park, a to do in giving
comfort and counsel.
and the clerk came in with a stout in.
tract of Several thousand acres ad- christening the infants
that have
dIviduallie introduced as the proprietor. etc, various
joining Red Top, where President been born during the
graded' and various prices,
winter, preachThey asked me to tell them what I knew
Cleveland made his summer home, ing funral sermons
and uniting the
about
the recent disturbance, and I narand a short time later acquired Me- betrothed, who await him
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
at the fishrated how, hearing a slight noise. I woke
ridian sill, opposite Senator Hender- ing stations
up and thought I saw a dark figure fiAt
son's estate.
Landing at Seal Islands not long
across
the room and out of the door,but
Proves a White Elephant.
ago, he found an assemblage clad in
bearing nothing more I imagined I bad
Waggaman figured on selling this its level best at the
house of the
the nightmare and snoozed off again
to the government as a site for thhe "king," or leading
till the yells in the next room lifted me
factor; for th•presidential
residence,
legislation king.'having buried four wives, had
out of bed in quest of my basement clothBoth Phones sot. tss South Fourth St., 325
haring been started towards this end resolved to take a
Kentucky Arenas.
ing, DOW moister.
fifth, and he had
Gen. Nelson A. Miles says; "The
with the plan to bare the white gathered the neigbors to
"Kr. Proprietor was very sorry. No
winess his disclosures about
beef and other doubt there had been
house used only for business pur- joy in the acquisitio
n.
packng house products now being robber had escaped. robbery, but the INSURE WITH'
poses. This legislation felk through
There are not many neighbors in
The lady in the
exploited are no news to me. I knew next room bad given the
snd, Waggaman found himself with a Labrador, but there
alarm just in
were enough in 11 about it
several years ago. I told Hine to save herself from the toes of
white elephant on his hands. He this instance to
fill both room, of what
I knew then. Had the matte: jewels valued at $2,000. Think of that!
tried in vain to dispose of the prop- his house. When
the bishop had
been taken up at that time thousands But be would see me In the morning.
erty. but no purchaser loomed up for been warmed and
welcomed and was
of lives would have been saved. The
it. His purchase of Le Droit park prepared to
'I expect you to,'' iaid, significant.
speak the words that
2dt:iteration of food protucts is the tr. 'I value thou trousers of mine at
and other property in northwest would fill the Seal
Islands with re$300. There was that much currency in
colossal crime of the times."
-Washington proved equally unfortun- joicing he
discovered that the union
This reminds us that more Ameri- them. I think it's up to you to make
ate and it is figured that at this time was impossible because
the bride and
good.'
—1892--his star began to fall.
Of** 106 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
bridegroom were too nearly related. can eokbeirs died of sickninss during
"He went sadly away and I turned
the
At this period Waggaman was the
SpanishAmerican war than were
XEMEMEIXIIISMalfMeMelfs"The church forbids this match."
over
on.
my
pillow
with
mind
a
at
ease.
k•lled by Spanish arms. That is they
foremost real estate man in Wash- he declared, and great
was the sensaington and his wealth was estimated sation. The bride
'ere poisoned by the food they ate— Of course, I knew he'd never dig up
sank down in tears
any three centuries on my nay-so, but
at anywhere from $2,000,oco to $10.- of mortification
and temper and the murdered by their own countrymen it was•cinch in my mind that I was
coo,coo. He had been the treasurer bridegroom scratched
on
foreign soil. Little did the good, fixed
his head in befor a ticket to Chicago, reasonable
of the Catholic university since' its wilderment. Something had 40_
;ntriotic American mother think as
and Ileet--trOUSera. Under
àl,znding. and $90o.000 of .the funds done, and quickly,
er -6-e-lot
-Ted son to her circumstances that WM good enough for
frn- it might be a S e e aspe
cif this institution had been placed in year before a clergyma
n appeared on arms for the last time and bade him me.
his hands. This was all involved in that coast again.
go forth and bravely fight the battles
"Did I get 'em? Nit, not. He came
Waggaman's real estate venture. Behis country as his forefathers had lap according to 'agreement, but he
Oh, well, there's plenty of others,"
sides, he had been intrusted with the said the king,
brightening as he stir- et ne, that he would die lof poison brought something with him. It was
private fortunes of many of the 'eyed his guests.
He turned to a by. eating the food that selfish, soul- my trousers. They'd caught on the rail
church dignitaries. including Cardinal woman in the company
ard asked: lbs.% scoundrels, had sent him from of the fire escape on the floor below and
-Gibbons, who had over $.4o,000 in- "Will you have
honiti If that isn't the colossal crime instead of being grabbed by tome passerme, Lizie?"
vested in the schemes of Waggaman. "Not for
of
th?i!times, what else could Gen. by or falling into an alley ash can, they
•a gift!" eitclaimed the
The real estate man, who had made guest, indignantly.
Miles ca11, it? And we all remember had been waving there gracefully in
•
it a practice to secure investors by
that Gen. htiles did tell the authori- the morning breeze, attracting the un"Will pou have me, Jane?"
divided attention of close on a thousand
straight mortgages on the property
'Mot if you were the last man on ties at Washington all about the people in a bunch.
purchased for them, found himself th' Labrador."
putrid and poisoned pleats which had
" 'Strange!' I said_ 'He must have
being carried away by the current "How for you, Maggart?
be% shipepd to th
"
brave soldier taken the money and thrown the trousland
of
value depreciation and chang- "Never?"
b its—the flower of
e land—from
away.'
ed his tactics.
The king looked ruefully over the American packing hou s as food.
strange!' says he. 'Very
Uses Get-Rich-Quick Methods.
wedding party, and spying the cook Put those Washingto
authorities strange, indeed!' He looked &Vie with
To some investors he gave collat- at the far side of the room,
marched 5quashed th;s informati(' down and a cold gray eye, coughed behind his
eral notes, to others his own per- over to her resolutely,
seized her by is h'tewashed it all over,; they could hand and went oat.
PABOICAIN REAL lirTi''r
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM L EASE
sonal notes and to others simply a the arm, saying: "Come
"There was something foreboding in
along, Sue, bse it as a lever in pi.
ISIMPFTFILY PAYMEN't LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. merme
receipt for the money deposited with you'll do?" dragged her,
n
manner.
I got instantly into those
none too contributions out of the' egkerslarfg
oer his
CIPITUCEY REAL ESTATI JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
him. Waggaman then assumed tac- willing, before the bishop,
:mousers
and
guess
I
I
bit
the
office
and they the next national repu
floor
an camME TO EVERYIPODY. RIND FOR IT.
!hes similar to those of an out-and- were married.
!pi grt fund. Repub I i ea n
iciais in 2y way of the staircase and was out
out- jet-rich-quick scheme. He purr.Do•et W.OFSITTRe4011
high places combined with fiat pack- ea the street before he could drop down
softd‘ousti,
chased property and placed it in the
on the elevator. I left the valise. I
A Hungarian stadCht who was rec- crs and let ahem go on
isoning
names of clerks in his office, having ently "plucked" in an examinat'on.
have
didn't
soy
use
for It In the box
the American people for sev
them make out notes which he in- shot himself, but first
long oar that I managed to sneak away 1st*. S. F. MOIL
he wounded years without molestation. B
mur• anyway.
;dorsed.
one of the examiners. •
der will out, and the wrath
the
Finding himself practically land
"I got to Omaha, all right, th
American people is now called own somewhat the worse ter
poor. Waggaman began to rob Peter
wear, and
The largest insect in the world
upon thief- guilty hcadis.—Ma 'Won-, I tetrad kind friends. Butsomeho
to pay Paul. He took money from probably the grasshopp
er'found in the ville Journal.
got a hunch that I only missed
one investor to improve property Karoo &wet in
South Africa. It
Goff Nilson by a half a hair's
ISM 7
/11411fall
held in his own name, took one new a ten -inch spread
203-205 8. THIRD ST.
of wing.
Tihd Register, to cents per w .
after all."--Masego Dor N
Vb. tz•
_
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DINIMISINE

SCHEME THAT FAILED
SIDEWALKS,
CLEANED UP

GREAT SALE'

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved 1o315.Broadw:
ay

.1.•1•11MM.

C. C-. Lo. 31$ hat
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and'
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

I

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T! MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY!
,•••••••/

GOOD MORNING

If the Packinghouse Investitation Had Been
Made Years Ago
Thousand! of
Lives Been
Saved

•-

-1

Garden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled*

1

dD.Hannan

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

ED-GAR W. WHITTEMORE.
'

t

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

t

PADUCAH UNDERTAKI
L k CO.
EN8 :
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.

AAL-iimiga
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•
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The action of the lower board oftsweatshops in order to
keep the wolf tators present repaired from the as- ,
'Dat so?'. said de Ginurl, en he
the general council last night in re- from the doof of then despicable senbly chamber and the council prostudy en scratch .his head. 'No, suh,'
..
,
ceeded with its regular business.
fusing to grant any saloon licenses at abode.
_
!sea I, 'you got to be mounted.' Den
And the way to achieve deeper etRegular Business.
•IAILEfi Z. WILICELM, President. Eleventh and Broadway settles the
de Ginurl say, 'I tell you what ole
There was hied the report of the
fects and permanent relief is to send
3OHN WILHELM. Treasurer.
man, you do jes' lak 1 .tell you, en
I question of selling liquor in that lorot only the children but their par- meat, milk and live stock inspecor,
ROBERT S. WILHEktil. Secretary.,
I'll git bole on us in.'
cality. ,We understand that the eetab- ents to the country, and
not for two showing the quality of m lk sold by " 'Duz
`4•V
you think you can wuk it,
li4hinerite, fonducted heretofore at weeks or two months, but for all the dealers during the past month.
PUBLIGHF.I. ?'"' THE
Ginurl?'
sez
I.
The board concurred in the sale by '
REGISTER Nr.4E-PAPER CO.
that point leive been as orderly as the time. The country spreads from
Sho I kin,' see de Ginurl. 'Now,
.D.
F.
Smith
of
New
York
one
to
the
hog
Pacific
ot
his Oak
coast. It
authorities ciptild wish, but the chief
(Incorporated)
has lots of room. And in this too& Grove burying lot to J. G. Smith, Jr. ole man, you jes' git down on yo' all
objection to it
ootti :there
the
are arising day after day demands for
The request of Mrs. Carrie Warren fours, en I'll 'git on yo' back en ride
it Register isallOng. 523 Broadway. crowds that is at reed
there and who more people. Farmers through•out Girarchey for a deed to tome cemetery you in. Yon see?'
"Dat look lak e cod wuk it, so I
Lutergel as the ..-ostoffice of Padu- frequently block the sidewalks and the west, north and south are plead- ground was referred to the cemetery
got down, en de Ginurl, he git on my
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. make remarks about ladies who pass ing for more laborers. They cifinot committee.
;aaa,- ore
Wlhenever a new ordinance is or- back en rid right smack up .'o dat
and the young girls attending the get them. And while ehk farmers'
ieeeeelaiefre"
a-a .
dered brought in for adoption the '.gate ag'in. Den St. Peter holler out
crops
demand
armies
One Year
of
additional
...
ea"'
high sehool, and on more than one
I
workmen for their handling, New city stenographer is always-compelled when de Ginurl knock at de gate.—
Six Months
2.50
occasion husbands and fathers hove York and the
"'Who's dat?
Three Months
other cities of the land to melee enough copies of the measure
r-25
"'Ginurl allahonea say de Ginuri so
One Week
-to threatened to :take a shot gun to are housirig men, women and chil- to be sent the comic 1 a few days beavenge remarks made about their dren in repugnant sweater. Iainead fore the meeting, so the members can lcud you mouten hycrd clean back in
Anyone failing to receive this paper wives and daughters by some of that of enduring the tortures, the disease study the contents of the ordinance old Firginny.
and oppression of.a.tenementehouse and be in position to intelligently "Den St. Peter he holler ag'in, 'Is
regularly should report the matter to gang
of men who make that locality
The Register office at once. Telelife, these people ;could be drawing vote on the draft. The stenographer you mounted, Ginurl, or is you
They fit right—They feel right.
their loafing place. The public good good wages
phone Cumberland 318.
and living wholesome has failed to do this for several afoot?'
demanded that_ snuc..actica_hg....taken lives in the countey... They would help month* and instrtyietions_were isatttd_. - T.4 mounted, St. Peter,' hoiher
-de
She Galore
and that of last night by the council- themselves, they would htiptove the that she abide by the rule.
men w 11 meet the indorsement of all whole social and economic situation claim's the city solicitor has her drawl —All right,' holler back St. Peter.
up the new bill late the afternoon of 'Ginurl, jes'
of the world.
hitch yo' hoss on de outgood; citizens of Paducah.
The New York association wdald the day the courtc 1 meets at ntses.- side en wauk right in.'
Nickle frames
If the men who have been con- do
time,
therefore
she
has
not the time
Si.00
well to organize an agricultural
The story did not need application
Gold filled
to make th copis.
ducting saloon's at that corner desire bureau to serve as an intermediat
Saturday Mornin, July 7, 1906.
Sa.90
or
on 'the part of the speaker. The audSolid Gold
The street committee was directed
$5.00
licensee to do business elsewhere in between the farmers of the country
ience
more
than
responded.
io look into the proposition to build
the city, they -will no doubt obtain and the huddled folk of the cities.
Eyes Tested Free by GraduLoyalty in Business.
a bridge across Cross creek, so
Similar
bureaus
in
other
cities
would
then
without
any
ate Optician,
The
trouble.
Fad
The
For
9aPlants.
The LousivIletftralircome forward
be of similar benefit. Let them.sys- Broad street can be extended over to „There
is
an
extreme
loons
popularity
;haying
been
closed,
for
Frown
the
austreet,
then
and
Caldwell
to
with a few timely suggestions on
tematize the movement. Let tbem
those dwarf Japanese
plants,” ee"Loyalty in Business" that might be thorities should see to it that loafers urge the starvelings to go to the street near the Union depot.
marked a Fifth avenue florist the
was
It
ordered
that
of
six
the
no
longer
fields
congregate
and
there,
find
or
for
health
and
comfort,
A man
read with profit .,by many.
other day. And by the way he is just
and let them find means of getting 'Caron city directories be bought for ,
I the one to tell exactly what is la,
does himself an Injustice whein, he that matter on any other corner in
the
public
offices.
them there and of providing employ1
.
The board concurred in the board vogue in modish circles and what has
accepts employment and wages from the city.
ment when they are there. Farmer
of health's action in awarding to been abandoned, since he attends to
another andlAthenigbp ma and speaks
When people who have stock or ought to unite jubilantly in sue+ a Ghent & Elliott for one year the the
t
floral wants of the so-called
project.
U of him. We do not mean to say
deposos in financial institutions see
contract of looking after the "dump",Four Hundred.
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
The
experiment
is
worth
trying at
that an employ ie ,expected to sur"The dwarf firs and pines, which
the officers of those concerns rixixoe least. And its merit lies in its fun- the city maintains down about the
3s7 Broadway.
nender his opinions to his employer
I. C. incline, where all garbage and have oftentimes taken as long as 20
up in all manner of outside deals and damental reach.
.1
refuse is dumped into the river.
nor to be deprived of free speech, but
years to reach even the small size
speculation it will be to their interChief James Collins of the police that is in vogue just now," he went
we do mean that if he is not treated
est to demand that those office-s
force informed the council that al- on, "are in the highest favor with
right by this. employer that the world
either cut loose from outside yen ready eighteen
excursions
were the wealthy who have homes in New
will have but little respect for him
scheduled to come into this city York. Here, of necessity, conservatun•es or give up their official posifor remaining in the employ of one
August 8th1 and that this would tories and all.Floweveasince
;Lions; .if they do not, .:t is only a matmost arc
/Continued Front) First Pagel
bring here thousands of colored more often than not just
wtho does not treat him right. There
a projection
ter of time before the crash will come
visitors,
who could not be properly thrown out from a bay
are too many jobs :n this world and
window, and
and those peopee who did not have
looked after by the regular police Pt were in excess
s the man who does not 'get a square
held the closest attenetrin of everyof dignity to call
protect
nerve
force
to
themselves
in its present curtailed form. them a conservato
tbe
when body, including
ry at all. However,
saloon keepers.
deal is not compelled to work for a
He wants ten extra men for service since most
they coukl well lose their money.
of their owners have real,
man whom ha clans Pot like. If on
Lawyer
Speaks
for
that
day, and the proper committee full-sized
Saloons.
Nearly every bank weer in the
conservatories
at
their
the other haat an employe is paid in
;When they had finished Wheeler was directed to look into the matter. country
penitentiary got there by neglecting
places, perhaps dee term is
Campbell, a young yawyer of this city
Every few Sundays big excursions
full for his services and is treated
not so misplaced after all.
his real duties and engaging in the made a speech urging that,
the ,of- ceme into this city, bringing huncourteously and fairly, he is in poor
"Little dwarf cacti, foilage plants
speculation in outside matters, and ficials continue these saloons upon dreds of strange people who do not
business when he is not loyal.
and small century plants, to say nothhundreds of bank officals today ere this corner, and be had no sooner tin- know where to go for water to
There is a mutual obligation existing of dwarf orange and lemon trees,
2:312 AND 7:3o P. IL
rushing head-long; .to the same istred 'talking than the counc 1 voted. quench their thirst, so the council are what are
purchased most often.
ing between the employer and emby a unanimous ballot, with exception put $35 at the disposal of ClUef ColBARGAINS FOR EVERBODY
place by engaging in the same busi- of Oehlschlaeger
ploye, and iff it is observed it strikes
and Meyer, to take lins of the police force so he could Dwarf ..ree-ferns, too, come in for a
WE WANT THE CASH.
ness, and in due course of . time\ they Peters' license away from him 'These, buy barrels, drinking cups, and ice, share of esteem, and there is a little
or loyalty on both side, should exist.
will get there. They figure that they two mentioned councilmen wanted to to be placed on the street corners dwarf banyan tree, with its many
Mien associated together in business
suckers pendent from the branches to
are smarter than the' tattier fellows renew the licenses bin the others ,re- when these visitors come.
are dependent upon each wilier for its
be drawn into the soil and so make
(used
President
McBroom
brought
up
success, and the disloyal man not and boast of their progressiveness
The license of William Estes, wee the question of retail groceries keep. new roo & for further banyan trees,
only does an injury to his associates and sihrewd business ability, but no Broadway, was then brought Int, it ing open on Sunday and doing busi- that is at once a curiosity and an
JEWELERS.
but also to himself, and when any one except a fool will deny that OA being one of the cluiter on t1s1r•cor•-•1 ness. He said one retailer told him ornament.
a03 Broadway.
ner. The tninis4 eettbred•the'silnte lie wished.eoenething could be done, "There is a little Jap who has a
business man hears an omploye same caidies produce the same resmall
because
)
when
country
thltieVl
.one
ertit*
place
dealer
kecps open
over on Long Isaround gossiping about his employer's sults; and the men and women who was re NISed b, 3'Claafil1110,10
"ibetothers have to do likewise to ac- land who makes a specialty of ranting
entrust
money
their
the
into
hands
of
critiexing
him, he at once
affairs or
That of Oscar Denloer..,Alite tommodate their trade or lose the these dwarf specimens, and is simputs the fellow down as one whom .t men who are following in the foot- way, was brought up, and-his ilt•if
business. Chief Collins said the ply doing a landoffice business nowaCourts had decided the groceries days. Just what has given .his imwill not do to trust, or if the ene- steps of men now serving sentences tion refused by all the votes
Oehischlager and Van. Nfeter. Prti- could keep open, so noth ng was petus to the dwarf
ployer is around and publicly knock- may expect to lose their money. Huplant and tree
dent
MieBrexien voted for .Denic
done.
Lusinees it is hard to tell.
Those
ing on the people who work for him, man nature a the same the world be given a license but change
s ' The council then adjourned.
things come and go like all other
over,
and
those
the
safest
hanks
are
-'
1
will not do to work for.
vote before announcing the vote, tsat
fads. Bt i certain it is that in the
\ The Herald, in clisciresing the mat- that do not permit their officer9 to being the privilege of ally member.
necessarily crowded city home these
+144.4-1-1-1
-1-1-1-1-ea1-:-1-1-e-a+
+++-ene
engage iu all kinds of "wild cat"
After weeding out of all the ealoous
ter, has this to say:
little things take up but little space,
2
t
that
corner
the
application eels J.
e "Valuable quality, indeed, that of schemes.
MI .1t.cm„,. 044 eisage stmet. was. 4W NEGRO WAS LEFT OUT. 4W and make for the most decorative
foyralty to one's butinese and bus nets.
brought iv, and Now Mike • Oliver
4 effect in the smallest space imaginA Suggestion to Slum Workers.
associates. The loyal man is. of more
able."
made a speech opposing the renewal. e.""'"""
(Louisville Courierf-Journal.)
.
"""
.
'"'"
valuable infinitely than the shier, but
From New York comes the an- ei ng granted, e represen ti ng t he redisloyal or disaffecicil person. The
Many Paducah people have heard BABY KILLED BY BLUE
nouncement that the association for spectable people reeding around that
JAY
first duty of the headl of any under- •
improving the conditions of the neighborhood, while Rickman and hie spell-binders tell the following story
taking is to inspire loyalty among Supoor has undertaken a plan to fur- class were represented by Wheeler on the stump, on each occasion Wounds on Face and Head Fatal to
bordinates. toyalty is nothing after •
Urbana, Is, Child.
Ricicrnan had' a narrow adopting the story to their case, and
nish summer vacations to bacgward Campbell.
all, but truth Sn stetion It is manescape
as only six
voted for 'him, it might interest them to know the
children and truants "whose conditSioux City, July 6—Attacked by an
hood performing everday duty feari ions are largely brought about by while five voted eganct him. This oi;gin, which is given by I.ippin- angry blue jay, while he was
playing
lessly, honorably and ceaeelesstr.
cott's
Magazine
herewith.
poverty and improper home influ- granted the license, but it is mater-'
m the yard, Charles Haines, the two'The loyat man is proud of the en-1.
When Mahone, in Virgie'e, was a
ences." One hundred children are to stood the aldermen will refuse to 'do
year-old son of H. J. Haines of
terprise tie meg be connected with.
Duval, Meyer, Herzog candidate for election in his congres- Urbana, Iowa,
De sent awe); to the country on vaca- likewise.
was pecked about the
He seeks in .every way to Promote
'(ions, lasting from two weeks to two OehlscMaeger and Van Meter voted sional district on the Readjuster and head so seriously
that death resulted
its interest. He shirks no responsi- I
for
him, and; MIcBrocorre Barnett, Hill, afterwards the republican ticket, his
last night. Thhe chap fought desbility, evdee tso work. Ale is at bis.znonths, according to the child, and Katterjohn and
W Mattison against appeal for the negro vote did not pertely to rid
, for those who stay at home it is proWe handle all the finest and dainthimself of the winged
post wheiTevat wanted. 'He is unorhim.
commend him to the favor of the
posed
to
establish
more
playground
s,
enemy and was almost exhausted est articles with the utmost care,
ficimie, not petulant nor wieckblevome,
Thomas Linton's application was Virginians, and his opponents made
public baths and gymnasiums.
when his mother reached his side. and make repairs that are absolutely
nor censorious,
.mincts h s own
read, he wanting a license to con- him the subject of many amusing
i
Despite
the
fact
that
such
relief
The
bird then attacked her hut was satifactory.
se, lea ' satts to their S.
•es is here oulined is at best super- tinue the saloon at 918 South Eighth stories, one of which is the follow- driven off. Blood poisoning
"Tile loyal
s not seek to
resulted
ll
street,
which
is directly opposite the ing:
ficial and temporary, and despite the
from the wounds.
dawn any -b
ssociates
. e
f
Dixie
Knitting
mill
where
severall
fact,
also , that the activities of the
"I dramp," said an aged darky, "dat
lenowe that each man hag a capacity
inspecting, advice-giving soco hu ni• red girls and women are enswire dead, Mare. en 'In' I knowed
for work of special kind and that
LEAVES CLEAR FIELD.
.
.
aye move ployed. The couiral, by a unanimous it, dar I wuz, stannin' at de gate whar
each mist be given scope av wisle as ° tft in New XOTk
vote,
rejected
the license, as last Mon- St. Peter got de
key. I knock at dat Col. Lumpkin Withdraws From Race
possible to discharge the duties inr- the slum-dwellers to a general pro- day night Hon.
Hal S. Corbeet had gate long time,
den attah while Mers
311 Broadway..
posed on him.
Nagging.; and jar- I test against them, the scheme is a pointed out why the won't
3nel. girls
c
In South Carolina.
le one. Poor littl e bodies
able
St. Peter he holler out, 'Who's dat?'
r rigs. contradietions and jealousies commendab
of the mill should not he subjected toi
PHONE ysa-a.
"'Tani' nobody but me, Mars St.
stand in the wailif. all sticceeaes, as ill-clothed and ill-fed, subjected to the ineints
coining
hangers-on
from
oClumbia,
the
unwholeso
'S.
me
C.,
surroundin
July
6.—Col,
gs
W.
and
Peter. I warn git in wid de fo• en
well on the part of the guilty as of
around. the grogahop.
'
fort' .thousan', en wauk dem golden W. Lumpkin has withdrawn from the - •
the prioffending. A vaang Louisville stibing air of the tenement houses,
The
license
of
Lee S. Robinson. 119
race for United State, senator! This
,of will be benefittcd by the freedom and
matt was, the other day. ispen fofo.
leaves the field 'Clear for Senator!
c.eanliness of the country, even Broadway was the next taken up. It
' 44142 business home 9jeti
"St Peter, he holler out, 'Is you
Tillman's
'
„„ though the caseation be onl two had been held up at the last council rtmtrurril
• 1;,,tvi„
re-election. No cause _LS'
or
abeeauee ;t was epoi tett that
assigqld
for
Playground
this move, but the
pu
s,
ic
at
s
recurtIcert. 'an kleal "cc"
'
back, 'I'se afoot, Mars St. hopelessnes
drunken mien had been seen coming'. "I holled
• bourse is.. be
'
.
s of the fight, as generally
establisbnsent, but
-6
He rot no and gymnasiums, moreover, will of- out of the side (Poor on the
'Peter
Sabbath.
-conceded by the press may have
further when a relative from. an ad- fer opportunities for the youngsters Investigation
she-need that the' telkeit '"Den you kyarn come in,—kyarn brought the matter to a climax.
enjoy
to
some
of
the
pleasusts
of
joining ety. 'irr elderly gentleman..
no•no
body Frit in douten dey mounted.'
were roomers upstafief, and thi)
Round trip to EVANSVILLE A14110
with muriosealitable eerfenee of men youth, and at the same time have ex- liqitor was d'sposed
"I feel poveful bad, but I turn
on .Sun4.0
t1
The
ercise
Kaiser
which
has
had
is
so
a
helpful
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Paducah, Saturdayo-July--14

TWO COMPANIES OF CAVALRY

THE LUCUZON SISTERS Wonderful Aerial Iron Jaw Act

FLYING BANVARDS, Sensational European Aerialists,

FORTY MERRY OLD CLOWNS

GRAND $300,000,00 STREET PARADE

EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAI
LROADS;

PADUCAH vs. JACKSONVILLE

JULY 5, 6 AND 7
General Admission 25 Cents.

that

Before Trading Your
()Id Bicycle 'Do
ow One See.

Mors and Violins
Guitars from $7
te* A15.0n
Violins from $3 if(i to $20.00

Harbour's Book r epn rtment.

e Register, delive-ed, 1" i3er week
A,41...amma
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A LirnE VOLUNTEER
WERE BOTH
Chtirches
At
the
IN A HURRY

A fierce gale had been beating along
the coast for three days and not a per
son had ventured out. The hotel stood
toaccount
service
on
fall
of the warns weather a few rods back from the shore, its
There will not be any
long glass-inclosed piazza overlooking
morrow inorn=eug at the German. Lu- and bad health, of Rev. Wright.
the angry ma. Off to the left was the
MAN MARRIES WIFE'S NURSE theran church on South Fourth street,
beginning of a long chain of dangerous
_ ._1,ittle's Chapel.
Rev. Illton g)ing to the country to
TEN DAYS AFTR,B THE
rocks, while between the hotel and
wili
-Davis
Rev.
preach tomorrow the rocks was the
preach to le rural charge. In the
famous South Shore
FUNERAL.
evening how he fills the pulpit here morning and evening at Little's Mieth- beach.
English
chapel.
°dist
in the city, p7:aohing in the
To those who lilted to watch the sea,
language.
the glass-inclosed piazza of the hotel
The Woman He Last Married but
Goes To LaCenter,
offered exceptional attractions.
All
Rev. T. J. Owen goes to LaCenter, through the bag hours of the gale
Recently Divorced From
Fi.Zft
Ballard county, this morning and men and women walked back and
Senday schopl woreh p and comHusband.
preaches this evening and tomorrow forth with their glasses, exchanging
fele held at the regular morning
lowan4asl
at the ,Methodist church comments and apprehensions, aad
bemire - tomorrow morning.
there. He returns tomorrow night. often allowing the meal hours to pass
by unregarded, so fascinated were they
The Hickman Courier gives the
First Baptist
by the wild scene.
f9llowing account of a matrimonial
Presbyterian.
First
Rev. Calvin Thompson will be in
On the first day of the storm they
Children's
serv
will
ces
be
conductaffair that is a little out of the
hie pulpit toarorrow morning and
morning at the First had watched with horror as a small
tomorrow
ed
-ordinary.
evening at the First Baptist church.
fishing smack was driven in upon the
Presbyterian church.
"Miss Della Wall and R. E. Merocks- and went. to places. hut -bad.
e-es—Crab- were teertitar—married-some
I
Quarterertinca.
breathed more freely wnen they saw
o- Cumberland Presbyterian.
time ago at Fulton, Ky., by Squire
The third qv rterly conference of
Rev. Esberain preaches tomorrow her crew reach shore in safety. Later
*J. T. Futtrel. They hive endeavored the Broadway ''-ehodist church will
morning and evening at the Cumber- they had watched the plucky and sucto keep the marriage secret because
vening at eight
cessful struggle of a email sailboat
he held Mond
land Presbyterian church.
At the
%&r. McCulley's first wife has been
as she beat her way to safety.
o'clock by Presiding Elder J. W.
morning
hour there will also be condead only about one month.
Every year there were hard storm
Blackard.
ducted the communion service.
Miss Wall only recently secured
and violent winds on the shore, but
at divorce from her first husband and
a was long since there had been such
Second Baptist.
resumed her maiden name. It was
Trimble Street Methodist.
a gale as this.
Cunnineham of the SecRev. E.
Rev. Pigue of Fulton will peach to-during the first Mrs. McCulley's last
Amen the guests was a family
ond .Baptist church has gone to morrow morning
at the Trimble Wee, from the interior who had never beillness that Mr. McCulley and Miss
Graves county to assist in a protractMleterodist church, while at the eve- rcre seen the ocean. One of the chit
Wall met. Miss Wall went to the
ed meeting, and will be there a week ning
hour the pastor, Rev. W.. W. dren. a Celleate boy of nine or ter
McCulley home and nursed the sick
or so. His pulpit tomorrow in ths Armstrong
will fill the pulpit.
woman until the end came."
years, seemed to have a special feu
city will be filled by Rev Wilson.
of the tumbling, roaring waters. During the bright days he could never
Young People's Society.
Men who are larger than their
Only Sunday School.
The Young People's Society of the be induced to go in bathing with the
'business who develop their vocation.
Only the Sunday school services
First Christian church, will nreet to- other children, preferring to wander
Men who will give thirty-six inches will be conducted tomorrow at Grace
morrow evening at 7 o'clock at the about in the fields and woods, whistfor 2 yard and thirty-two quarts for Ppi-ocopal church, as the preaching
church, The subject is "Mary and ling to the birds or chasing the butter-a bushel.
has been dispensed with until next
:Martha." The public is cordially in- flies and grasshoppers.
During the gale he wandered from
vited to attend.
room to room with • frightened fate.
When he beard the guests talking
Broadway Methodist
about the storm and the probable loss
"Some Present Issues" will be spok- of life along the coast he trembled.
en on tomorrow morning by Rev. T.
On Of° morning of the third day of
J. Newell of the Broadway Methodist the gale a dull booming was heard
church, while at the evening hour the at sea. All the guests recognized the
young people have charge of the pitiful call for help from a stranded
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a torservice that will consist of songs, reci- vessel and they bar..tened to the piazza
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
with their glasses. Far out at the end
tat!OnS, rnusie, etc.
at present. Come cne come all and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
of the chain of rocks a large ship was
st., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
stranded. Her masts were gone and
German Evangelical.
the waves were rolling over her, fast
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
Tomorrow morning Rev. Ve" iam beating her timbers to pieces. Many
from Sic) to Sex) put within the. reach of the poor as well as the
Bourquen of the German Evangelical of her passengers were lashed to the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
church on Soutfh Fiith street, will stumps of her masts and among them
preach in the German language. At could be seen several childreis.
the evening hour his theme will be
On the beach a dozen sturdy fishRemember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
"Good Niews" delivered in the English ermen were doing their best to launch
language. Ass Mabel Shelton will a boat. Time and again they got It
We have high class operatic records from $1.0o, $2-00, $3.00.
sing at the evening worship.
into the water, only to have it over$4.no, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
turned by a roaring breaker and drivPatti, Mracella Sasernbrich, Carauso and Sourate and Crazorz and
en high upon the beach. At last, exMethodist Mission.
a great many other celebrated artiste of this kind.. I will play any
hausted by their efforts, the men stood
Last evening Rev. Pigue of Fulton tack and gazed helplessly at the ship
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect_ .We
preached to an overflowing 'house at and the angry waters that lay between
don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
the Methodst Miesion on West Ten- It and them.
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
nessee street. He is on of the most
carry a full stock of
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We
The rain had ceased, but the wind
prominent ministers in this section of still blew the blinding spray far up
needed, and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
the country and delivered a foreful on the beach. Most of the guests left
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zonoand impressive 'ermine. He Is the the hotel and went down to the group
ragtime to the
phone. I have soo new and latest music from
brilliant editor of The Methodist, of silent men on the shore. It was
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Amthat is scattered over the entirs coun- useless, they said; no boat could ever
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
try into thousands of homes. To- reach the vessel; all who went out
from 7 p. m. to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
morrow mordno this pulpit will be would be lost.
from 75 to moo pieces every night Remember that you can buy
filled by Rev. Milburn.
As the guests stood watching the
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
vessel on the, reeks one of the ladies
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
Glancing
felt a pull at her drams
Tenth Street Christian.
Machines, also care of records.
down she saw Arthur, the boy who
I remain your talking machine friend
Sunday school services will be would never venture in the water.
:held tomorrow morning at 9:30 His face was colorless with terrror
o'clock at the Tenth street Christian with terror and his eyes were round
church, and, the attendance of all of- and shining.
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't you
ficers, teachers and pupils is urgently
forget it. 606 S. 4th. St. Paducah, Ky.
"Why, Arthur," she said, chidingly,
requested, in order they can hear the -what made you come down here, if
quarterly report read.
you are so frightened? Run back as
1101111111IMINMISIWIIMIWWWWWWWWW1111
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Church services at it o'clock, every the hotel, that's • dear."
member of the church especially
But the boy shook his head and
nrgodl to attend this morning's service. dosed his lips tightly.
"Shall I go with you, dear?"
If you feel any interest in the church.
"No, no; I'll stay. But it's awful!
come, and let us worship and rejoice
together. Make glad the officers of And all those people on the boat.
-•ehe church by a full attendance. fin- Can't somebody help?"
One of the flobermen overheard Mm.
oortam. All french cordially invited.
"Not till the ma goes down," he
Further announcements made at
said. grittily. "It would he suicide.
morning hour.
I'm willing te risk my life, but not to
it away."
throw
Third Street Methodist.
Five, ten minutes passed, and again
Rev. A. L. Hunsacker of California the dull booming of the signal gun
Nell preach tomorrow morning and on the wrecked vessel appealed for
evening at the Third street Metho- help. • Unable to bear the suspense
dist church for Rev. Fields, the pas- and inaction longer, one of the men
sprang forward to where the boat lay,
tor.
RESOURCES:
half burled in the sand, as It had time
The former
resided
in'
this
city
$199,522.64
Lona and discounts.
many years ago, but is now one of driven back by the waves.
2,800.00
Stocks and bonds.
"I can't stand this," he said.
the leading divines of the west who
Furniture and fixtures, .,
2%800.00
"Who'll
go with me?'
is
hack for visit of several weeks.
51,063.71
..
Cash and exchange,
The men stood silent, shaking theft
Tornierrow afternoon at 4 o'clock
Rev. Feld, will baptize in the rVer heads slowly ILS the speaker's eyee
8266.386.35
at the foot of Ohio street, the remain- sought one after another.
LIAM ITIES:
"For God's sake, mates," he called.
der of the converts secured during the
"won't some of you vol.
hoarsely,
Captital stock,
$ 50,000.W
big tent meeting that closed on
unteer?• It's better to lose our lives
Undivided profis,
3,724.26
South Fifth. street last Wednesday
out there than to stay here and see
Deposits,
201.662
eveniner. There are (wile a _number
who remain to be baptized, and who
As the man spoke a small, slight
want to be immersed
•$255.386-35
figure darted forwurd and clambered
saama.—anrArrangements, have been made for Into the boat. It was Arthur!
• grandl reception to he given at the
"I'll go," he criee, resolutely.
A divillend of 214 per cent. was declared out of the net
Third street church next Wednesday "Maybe I can help cave some of the
•arninge of the past six months anti credited to the stockholdeven ng, complimentary to the sev- children."
ers entitled to same, ea? able on demand.
enty new members aairfed to the flock
There was a moment's hush. Then
J. T.. LAURIE,Cashier.
during the great revivals. The entire the fishermen to the last man stepped
congregation will he present at this forward. One of them lifted the child
reception in order to better get ar- from the hoe and kissed him, gravely
miainted with the new affiliates, and
"We can do better work than you.
cordially welcome them into the my boy," he said, tenderly. "We are
church.
Musical program and re- stronger. 1k only our courage is SS
freshments, will prevail during the eve- good."
Then he used Arthur to his mother
ling, and all are cordially invited to
attend. The big ten used on South who bad st come in search of him.
A feit,5iinutes later the boat was
Fifth during the gethering was taken
ellown yesterday. One week from. to- launche _his time successfully. Like
morrow Children's Day services, will a cork f * waves tossed it about, but
be conducted, morning and evening, the fishermen bravely forced it through
the water and finally reached the
at the Third street church.
stranded vesseL Then the fleet boot..
load of passengers was brought off.
London
The
police thing that the
Again and again the boat made its
fr(stigers of that metropolis collect perilous trip, bringing away the
ship.
la -nut $15,000,000 every year.
wrecked people.
is,'
That night all the rescued passenels
boy of twelve in the custody of gers and crew came one by one to
'ark orifice told them that it
sh 110 hand' with the little fellow.te
business to gmd out his name w tom they oaue the .r
Ickes's.
(luroa.lcle.
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Cyclone
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$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
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Abram L. Well & Cos,
Campb_ellBtlilding-: Both Phones 369a_
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!AREANOW
ON DISPLAY

AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL
FIND
THE
CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE
MARKETS
AFFORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD
DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL 'IF HE COMES
HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES.
WE STAND FOR EVERY
GARMENT
WE
TURN OUT.

Dicke & Black,

516 Broadway.

MERCHANT TAILORS

THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.

Leading Machine of the World

DON GILBERTO,

Condensed Statement of the

Mechanics' antfarmers
Savings Bank
Paducah, Kentucky,
At the close of business, June 30,1906.

•

First-Class
Watch Work BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Mich,

224 Broadway

1
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY
3oth, zgo6.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
Cincinnati
Louisville
Owensboro
Horse Branch
Central City
Nortonville
Evansville
Nashville
Hopkinseelle
Pr'ncetow
Paducah
Paclutah
Fuiton
Gbbs, Tenn.
Rives
Jackson
Memphis
New Orleans

•
No. tot
8:20 a.m.
2:01 p.m.

No. 103
Coo p.m.
40 92n.
6:3o p.m.
2:28 9.111.
I3:(il a.m.
. 3:30 p.m.
1:03 &M.
1:40 ant
4:01 Dm.
is:50 p.m.
4:40 p.m.
700 p.m.
9:45 PAL
3:27 am.
4:55 p.m.
6:10 Pm- '
s 3140 a.m.
67ts p.m.
3:45 a.m.
7:2o p.m.
4:50 ant.
8:06 p.m.
5:51 a.m.
8:13 P.m.
6s a.m.
7:15 am.
:1:to p.m.
8:2o am.
10:35 cm.
8:15 p.m.

NORTH BOUND
New Orleans
Memphis
Jackson, Tenn.
Rives
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton • 011,11144WW•iio
Hookirsv'i!e
Nashville
Evansville
Nortonville
hrrive Central City
Arrive Horse Branch
Astir, Owensboro
Arrive Louisville
Areive Cincinnati

NO. 121
•••••
7:30 &M.
90 a.as.
11:05
11
8
17
3°
38
0

11 :20

1111.

4
8 15 IMIL
;
S.3P.1.1*
416
6:oo p.m.
•

•.:
•

t,

No. Ho . No, 104

Leave
ILease
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Lowe
Arrive
Arrse
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

7:10 P.m.
6:45 any
8:07 a.m.
10:15
11:30
11:25
12:39
6:Y5
9:25
3:45
1:28
2:05
5'06
`4 .F.5
535
9:i5

cal.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m,
p.m
p.m.
p.m,
p.m.
P.m.
P-mp.m

No. sae
9:15 a.m.
8,50 P.m,
Iceue p.m.
i 1 :311 p.m,
12735 a.m.
b.so a.m.
143 LAIL
7:40 41.111.
i:8 am.
7:50 a.m.
3:03 a.m,
rep a.ns•
5:20 a.m.
..
8:to a.m.
.
9:45 am.
3:51 cm.
sia:33 a.m.
11:30 11.M.
4:30 ilion.
5718 a.m.
1353 pan.
8-oo a.m.
*4:55 p.m.
750 a.m.
tam noon ..!:55 gull.

.

SM. LOUIS DIVISIOK
NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Car boodals
Chicago
St. Louis

No. 306
12:40 p.m.
4:25 P.m.
6:30 a.m
8:30 p.m.

No- 374
4:20 p.m
8:4o p.m.
6:30ank
7:2o arms,.

SOUTH SOUND
Leave St. Louis
Leave Chicago
Leave Cabondale
Arrive Paducah

No 305.
745,
2:yo Sift
11:40 a.m.
3:33 P.m.

NO. 37s
9:40 p.m.
6:ao
7:05 cak
11:00 Li

Leave
Arrive
Active
Arrive

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINM.
NOV' BOUND
Leave Nashville
-14afei--.14nPirititirilid ....-..-.-.-,...-.-.-- Liave Princeton
Arrive Paducah
Lea
Leave Paducah
Arrive Cairo
Arr've St. Louis
Arrive Chicago
SOUTH BOUND
Leant Chicago
Leave St.Lanis
Leave Cairo
Arrive Paducah
..
Leave Paducah
Arrive Princeton
Arrive Hopkiarrille
Arrive Nashville

zoi-8oi
2:to a.m.
41.
':3
20
5 41.1er
p.tu
2
6:
:11 p1
p.111.11.
.
m..
.5 ap.m
7
7:
:2
40
ite3o aan.
122-82.2
6:2o p.m.
9:40 p.m.
6:oo a.m.
7:45 cm.
7:so a.m.
9:29 a.m.
..

135-896
-6
7.4m
4.5 r.
a.m.
:
M.
9:25 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
tt:to am.
.
4.:30 P.m.
Sielo pm
136436
9:40 a.m
1:50 p.m.
5:55 Dm
7:40 p.m.
3:11:1 p.m.
4:45 9-nx
11:10 p.m.
9:05 11-1111. .

.61.4110

•

S
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Trains Marked (9 rya daily except Sunday. All other
trains rue
8111y. Trains sea and 3e4 earry through sleepers between
Cinclanatl.
Memplsis and New °rheas; trains TOT and 102 steepen between
Louis.
yes, m orphia and New
Orleans. Trains Sot and gal sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Eisi connects at East Cairo with
Chicago
sleeper. For further Information, addrsas,
J. 7. DOVOYAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
II,. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, %dough, ICy.
W. W. MA191279W, D. P. II., Lb sieville, Try,
.9011N A. 'SCOTT, A.
P. A., Memphis, film
5.e.,ivacit, e. P. A, Moms" ML

W.., irRraL, a.it
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and Vice President of the Salt Lake
Railroad, and Abbott Kinney, founder of the famous beach city of Venice.

FRANKLIN WAS HONORED.
The

G

Famous American Philosophis
Was the Rage of the French
Court.

YOIR CORRESPONINNEt

THE BUSINESS
GIRL'S VACATION.

Franklin became the fashion of the
For the court itself dabbled
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a little in liberal ideas, wrote John
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day does
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t always an
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Yesterday Morning Mr. Ed P.
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handled the momentous words Liberty
A bright young stenographer, who
Human Rights in their dainty
and
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went
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has way, as if they were only a new
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Steam and Hot Water Ileatint
Pose 133.

5.Broadway.
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We have on hand
For Sale:
Horse Power Mater.
0.4 Hem Power Motor.
11 Horse Payee Motor.
s so Horse Power Motor.
aoo Light Dynamo.

,
P--

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

Knights. of Cadombos BpciaL

ummoonsweenno.
THE NORM KRUM PACE
WITH THE AUTOMOBILE
manifest that
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Washingtoss,
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Velvet,
Chalk
'A splendid face "powder that will not inmost delicate
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skin. Only

Five Cents a Box

Miss Mattie Lou McGlathery will
return today from visiting in Dresden, Tenn.
Mrs. Jack Loftus of Princeton,
Ky., is visiting her father, Mr. J. H.
Maxwell.
Mrs. George Lehnhard and children yesterday went to St. Louis for
a visit .
'Mass Cora Richardson has returned from a ten (flays' visit to Wick,
liffe and other points in western Kentircky.
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MATER COAL '
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IT IS the BEST
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Elevator

t Kentucky C al Co.

